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Overview
The Architects' Council of Europe (referred herein as ‘ACE’) is a non-profit organisation
founded in Treviso (Italy) in 1990 by the merger of the former Liaison Committee of the
Architects of the United Europe (CLAEU) and the former Council of European Architects (CEA).

Since then its governance has steadily evolved in order to achieve its aims and objectives.
The working structure of the ACE is devised in such a way that it maintains and ensures a
high level of effectiveness within the realm of European architectural and professional
policy.
ACE’s objective is to promote architecture in Europe, advance the architectural quality in
the built environment, support the sustainable development of the built environment and
ensure a high standard of qualification for architects. Advocating quality in architectural
practice underpins the organisation’s goals. By fostering cross-border cooperation, ACE
can support the free movement of architects and architectural services throughout the
European Union and act as the single voice for architects in Europe while respecting the
architectural profession’s rich diversity and cultural identity throughout Europe.
To this end, a new organisational identity and typeface have been developed to further
the inclusive nature of ACE. Within the new visual identity, everything is connected to
everything else. The logo to the logotype, the logotype to the typeface, the typeface to
the grid system, the grid system to the graphic system, the graphic system to the visual
and verbal language. The new identity embodies the what, why, how and purpose of ACE.
ACE use their website (https://www.ace-cae.eu) as a primary means of communication
with their members, European governing bodies and of course the wider public. A new
website is now required to simplify and extend how ACE interact with members of the
organisation and the public.
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Deficiencies of the current website design
The current ACE website is almost 7 years old having been developed in 2014. Although
the site has regular, repeat users and represents an important means of communication
for the ACE organisation it has become apparent over time that there are functional and
visual aspects of the site that deliver a sub-par experience for the user.
A recent poll asking a select number of users if they were able to find what they were
looking for during their visit to the ACE website yielded the following results:

36% of respondents reported that they could easily find items on the site however 32%
of respondents reported that they could not find the items they were looking for easily. A
further 32% of respondents required the use of the site’s native search function to access
data. This indicates the website’s information architecture and content hierarchy could be
improved.
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Currently, the website fails users in the following areas:
User Engagement
The overall user experience and user interface design (primarily around the header, search
and navigation functions) could be vastly improved.
Content / Information Architecture
While the current website contains a plethora of documents that represent an invaluable
resource for ACE members it is difficult to peruse and locate documents. This is the most
commonly reported bugbear of users.
Visual design
The website design feels outdated. Mobile responsiveness, while present, is clunky and
does not offer a seamless user experience across devices. The current homepage slider
takes up almost 70% of the screen real estate. The ACE logo takes up a significant portion
of the header area. Search, while being an important tool that the majority of users use
when visiting the website, occupies the smallest area of the header and has very little
visual priority in the design. Social media icons in the header are incongruous with the
rest of the design and the language selector is positioned awkwardly between the smaller
navigation in the header and the larger main site navigation below it. Generally, the design
of the landing page is centred on logos, banners and menus. Other content is not given
enough visual emphasis. Photography in the top banner of each page in some instances
does not clearly pertain to the menu option chosen.
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Objectives of the new website redesign
ACE hope to dispel the above issues with the new design of the website. Overall, content
should be more comprehensively organised to make it easier to locate by users.
Improved Search Functionality
The content search function on the site should be improved and navigation should be
more intuitive and streamlined. In conjunction with the normalisation of filenames and file
metadata to better describe the site’s content, it is hoped a simple but effective search
engine can be implemented on the website that will allow users to quickly locate content
based on title, published date and inner content.
Design and User Experience
Visually, the site should reflect the modern and forward-looking ethos of the organisation.
The site should work well on desktop and mobile and load times should be kept within
standard industry thresholds for an informational site of this nature.
Information Architecture
Overall the scope of work that is undertaken by ACE should be communicated through
the visual design of the site: information about ACE’s agenda is mixed with general
information pertaining to the organisation and thus, it is not clear to the user where to
locate specific information. A clearer visual design coupled with more structured content
should mitigate this confusion.
Improved Navigation
Menus should be simplified to clarify the context of the information (for example currently
the Policies of Architecture are listed under Architects of Europe rather than the Policies
section).
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For example, www.danskeark.com utilises a very clear, minimal “mega menu” approach
to illustrate the content on the website:

And the search function is presented front and centre with Top 10 searches and recent
searches clearly visible to assist the user to find what they are looking for:
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While a clean, fresh visual style with lively and bold photography (that is properly
representative of the architecture being referenced in the content) is effective in
conveying meaning and imparting modernity from a design perspective ACE also aim to
achieve clarify and ease-of-use by presenting actual content clearly and in a structured
way. The Architects’ Registration Board (https://arb.org.uk/) have executed this well:
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On information-heavy pages there is no reliance on photography, rather the information
is presented clearly and with structure:
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ACE hopes that the efforts to achieve the above visual acuity will impart to its members
and website users where its strengths lie as a recognised European architecturally-driven
organisation that:
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● Helps oversee various EU organisations by collecting data and facilitating open
communication

between

these

parties

● Is the first to review information about new EU legislation, funded projects etc.
● Issue general policies as tools for member organisations and national transposition
of

laws

● Is the only organisation to link to all European architectural policies
● Provides information concerning the scope of services, liability and other legal
aspects of the architectural profession.
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Audience
ACE is the representative organisation for the architectural profession at European level.
Its membership consists of 44 Member Organisations, which are the regulatory and
professional representative bodies in all EU Member States, UK, Switzerland and Norway.
Through them, ACE represents the interests of 562,000 architects from 30 countries in
Europe.
The ACE website is effectively a web portal that serves a vast array of visitors - public,
architects, organisations and institutions.
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Localisation / Multilingual
The ACE head office is located in Brussels, Belgium. ACE is the representative organisation
for the architectural profession at European level. Currently, all pages on the website are
provided in both English and French.
Any proposed CMS will require the ability to serve pages in both English and French.
Pages, posts, custom types, taxonomy and menus will require the ability to be served in
both languages however the ability to immediately show pages, posts and menu items in
both languages is the priority.
URLs should adhere to the following structure (where possible)
English
https://www.ace-cae.eu/about-us/ace-members/
French
https://www.ace-cae.eu/fr/about-us/ace-members/
The selected language must appear in ISO-3166 format in the URL to allow hard linking
to the relevant content in the appropriate language.
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Current Website Sitemap

Download
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New Website Information Architecture
The current website has had content added to it regularly over the past 7 years. While
the addition of content has not been ad-hoc (inasmuch as every document added to the
site serves or has served a specific purpose) the underlying navigational and informational
structure of the site has suffered in that content is no longer organised or labelled in an
intuitive and sustainable way.

A primary goal of the new ACE website is to help users find the information they need
quickly and easily (see Objectives of the new Web Design pg. 6). To that end ACE requires
the discovery and implementation of a new information architecture to facilitate this goal.
Ultimately the current content offering on the ACE website needs to be restructured and
reclassified in such a way that the content is presented in a clear and understandable
manner according to relations between the content pieces themselves. This will allow
users to find what they need and with less effort. An understanding of the site's users,
the content and the context of how both interact is important:
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The successful bidder will assist ACE is conducting the following tasks to achieve a better
and

more

structured

information

architecture

of

the

site:

1. Assessment of the current website’s content including current user trends based
on
2. Review

analytics
and

3. Apply

update

resorting

data
the
and

content

and
(content

classification

questionnaires
inventory
of

and

the

audit)
content

4. Build a user-friendly hierarchy based on clear navigation structure, labelling and site
mapping
5. Wire-frame

a

proposed

sitemap/site

navigation

6. Iterate through a testing and improvement process including usability and first-click
testing (or any other testing methodologies that may be more effective)
The ultimate aim of improving the information architecture of the content on the ACE
website is to ensure a well-designed, user-friendly experience that ensures less time and
effort is spent on searching for information and users are more successful in finding what
they need.
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Example Use-Case Diagrams
Search / looking for content

Members Area
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Content Management System
The current website is powered by TYPO3 (www.typo3.org)
Typo3 as a CMS is challenging for an organisation such as ACE who do not have in-house
developer resources. Due to its complex structure, it is difficult to extend the system to
meet new requirements. The modularity and expandability of TYPO3, while advantageous
for large sites, come at the cost of server resources and efficiency. It is not a popular CMS
so finding developers who are skilled in developing and extending the system is difficult.
ACE would like to move away from the TYPO3 CMS. The proposed CMS should offer the
following functionality while being easy to use from an administrative point of view
without requiring extensive developer resources:

● Extensions/Plugin architecture the cms should be able to extend using plugins or
extensions so that a developer is only required for bespoke functionality.
● Content types the definition of content such as Pages/Posts etc should be
definable. Text, Images, Forms, Tables and multimedia content such as embeddable
audio and video players should also be supported as part of the CMS’s content
output.
● Version control/document history while not essential some form of document
version control system would be advantageous to the management of the site by
allowing roll-backs to previous versions of posts.
● Page structure the ability to structure pages in a modular fashion is essential. It
should be possible to arrange blocks, sections, lists etc. in a structured way easily
within

the

CMS.

● Intuitive (and responsive) Dashboard a mobile responsive dashboard would be
helpful to allow editing of the site via a tablet or mobile device.
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● Content Editor a WYSIWYG style content editor is required that can as closely as
possible reflect how the page content (or at least the structure of the page) will
look

after

publishing.

● Built-in SEO tools (or extensible via a plugin) SEO improvement and monitoring
capabilities are required within the CMS, either provided natively or via a
plugin/extension.

Keyword/keyphrase suggestion, readability checks etc)

● Workflow and publishing controls the ability to define users as administrators,
editors etc. and to provide unique logins for each user with the appropriate
restrictions definable by the super-admin for each user type. Content should be
able to be saved as draft or published and a publish time and date set in the future
should

also

be

possible.

● Security 2FA logins for all administrative users is essential. A web application
firewall

(WAF)

is

also

desirable.

● REST API / JSON data feed ACE has plans to develop a native mobile app for iOS
and Android at some point in the future. While this application will be developed
as an independent project seperate from the website it would be advantageous if
the CMS could provide a structured data feed to the content that is managed within
the system. An interface for the application to interact with the site by requesting
site data in JSON format would allow the website’s content to be utilised by the
mobile application. This information could be cached on the application’s server
side to reduce load on the website server.

ACE understands that a deeper

conversation around these requirements would be required but a basic RESTful
architecture provided by the CMS at this point would be an ideal starting point; this
is not a fundamental requirement however and any guidance in this area would be
welcome.
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Members Area
The current ACE website has a members area. This is an area of the website that is
accessible only to those with a username and password issued by the ACE website
administrator.
The members’ area has a different navigational structure than the rest of the website
which is confusing to users who are logged in. They are presented with a different
navigational structure after logging in successfully. Furthermore, the content that is
accessible using member permissions does not include content that is displayed on the
site when a user is logged out. This means logged-in users find themselves in the invidious
position of not being able to access general content that is normally accessible for any
member of the public who is not logged in e.g. it is not possible to find information about
competitions when logged into the members area; the user must log out first before they
can see this information
In the past, exclusivity of content for ACE members was a contributing factor in justifying
the existence of a “members area”. However, the remit of ACE is to circulate as widely as
possible any publications that are produced by the organisation.
The Members’ area was used historically to house policies that were not yet adopted
positions but were in draft form and required further discussion to reach consensus. A
traditional members area may not be the best way to present and collaborate on
documents of this nature. A “lighter touch” may be needed; something that provides a
more collaborative approach. Discussion forums have proved in the past to be too
cumbersome to maintain and manage on an on-going basis.
ACE’s requirements now allude to some form of access to an organised document/storage
system similar to Google Drive or Dropbox but with the ability to have differing levels of
access (member, contributor, editor, administrator etc) and document management /
collaborative features e.g. Nuclino. The focus on a members’ area in the traditional sense
should be diminished.
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Currently each national organisation that is a member of ACE receives a members’ login
username and password. This allows access to documents that are part of the internal
governance structure of ACE i.e: executive boards, finance committee, coordination
meetings, workgroups etc. These types of documents are not necessarily aimed at the
public but rather towards active members of ACE. There is a certain level of confidentiality
around these documents that must be maintained. Other entities/individuals may quote
ACE documents however may not be part of the ACE network and so confidentiality is
important here also.
For example, workgroups represent within ACE a collaborative approach to policy and
strategy formulation that requires ongoing discussion to reach consensus. Proactive
participation and agreement and disagreement on the different aspects of policies,
approaches and positions on various topics is important and the ability to promote and
encourage this collaboration is important. This kind of work is not ready for public
consumption but should be available for member participation and review ahead of
publishing.
Developing self-help initiatives is a goal of ACE. Empowering members to help each other
to develop opportunities and the cross-fertilisation of ideas was an original goal of the
members’ area. Perhaps a more collaborative approach to document maintenance and
storage would allow policy decisions to be achieved effectively by members while an
events or jobs section on the site that is publicly accessible would encourage interaction
between members on more general aspects such as work placements, internships and
open job positions.
From a user’s perspective, being able to log in to whatever mechanism is used to provide
member-specific functionality via the website is important. While the new members (or
document management system) may be a disparate tool provided by a third-party it should
still be accessible via the website and “feel” like it is an extension of the site.
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Search
The current search facility on the site has a simple and advanced function:

Search is a useful function that is used by many of the website’s users. However, search
is slow and this is most likely due to the extensive, ‘fuzzy’ nature of the search behaviour
on the website. A less extensive search function that focuses on the document title and
metadata (i.e. created date, modification date and/or location) should ensure a faster
response from the end-users point of view while reducing the load placed on the server
for each search.
The following areas also require improvement:
● Make the search box more user-friendly placement should be improved in the
header and footer of the site. The width of the search bar should be long enough
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to

accept

the

average

search

string

(at

least

100

chars)

● Record search data each time a user performs a search they generate valuable,
actionable data ACE can use to clarify user intent and drive content and
organisational priorities. Ideally, these search terms could be recorded to facilitate
this

analysis.

● Optimised mobile search experience mobile activity on the site currently
represents 25% of visitors. An easy to use search function is required on mobile to
facilitate these users. ACE envisages users “on-the-go” may need to retrieve
documents from the site quickly and a simplified UI for search on mobile would
improve

the

overall

mobile

experience.

● Make the results page intuitive the results page that appears when a search action
is performed should be easy to read and comprehensive.

Results should

incorporate all types of relevant content (images, documents etc) and these should
be presented clearly and in a grid-like structure or list respectively depending on
the

content

Some example custom site search implementations are www.coursera.org:
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type

An extensive search results page shows the ability to refine the search results:

www.politico.com utilise a similar approach where search is presented in the top
navigation in a very simple manner:
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And gives a clear and concise results page:

This search function can ideally be provided by the CMS natively however other thirdparty search services such as Algolia, Covea or Elasticsearch will be considered if the
bidder has experience in implementing providers such as these.
Any search solution should provide effective “fuzzy” searching. Content on the ACE
website that is likely to be relevant to a search argument even when the argument does
not exactly correspond to the desired information should still be presented clearly to the
user. For example, if a user wants to know about “procurement” they should see relevant
content even if they enter “Procurement”, “Public Procurement”, “Directive on Public
Procurement” etc. Similarly, searching for “competitions” should show content that relates
to “design competitions”, “architectural competitions”, “competitive design” etc.
Ultimately, search should feel “intelligent” to the end-user in so far as the search results
should show a relevance that is broad enough to encompass all permutations of the search
query.
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SEO / Redirects
As part of the new website development process ACE would like to adhere to bestpractice SEO standards at all times. ACE recognises that search engine optimisation
strategies primarily focus on the alignment of content with search intent and generating
good backlinking etc. however the following should be considered during the build phase
of the project in relation to SEO:
● Image optimisation
● Optimised page speed (using caching etc)
● Using internal linking to establish an information hierarchy
● Including keywords in the URL structure
● Intelligent, automated keyword inclusion in title tags and meta descriptions
● Ability to publish long-form content (blogs etc)
This will assist in any future SEO optimisation efforts, link-building exercises and digital
marketing strategies (inbound marketing, social media platform advertising, webinars,
podcasts etc).
301 Redirects
There are currently numerous high-ranking, popular websites that link to various
documents and pages on the ACE website:
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When the new ACE site is live URL structures generated by the new CMS may differ
significantly from the current URLs on the website and those that are referenced by other
sites. To ensure ACE do not lose any ranking as a result of broken backlinks it will be
important to crawl the current site and to map any links that may change to the new URL
structure using 301 redirects that Google and other search engines will recognise as
permanently moved content without affecting the website’s ranking on search engine
results pages.
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Design Requirements
The precursor to the new ACE website requirements detailed above is a rebrand of the
ACE identity. ACE is working with a design agency to develop this new identity. The
design agency will also be responsible for providing guideline designs for the branding of
the website. However, the successful bidder will be responsible for the design and
development of the various pages of the website.

The successful bidder should be prepared to work closely with the design agency to ensure
brand guidelines are carried through to the website design. The design agency has
experience in modern, standards-based web design and understands the challenges of
designing for modern browsers across a multitude of screen sizes and devices. Guideline
concepts have already been suggested by the design agency however these are purely to
facilitate discussion around the design. Suggestions around design are expected and
welcome during the bidding process.
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Modern web development standards should be adhered to. CSS3/HTML5 and ES6
JavaScript should be used where applicable. Backend scripting languages are open to the
bidder’s preference (PHP, Python, .NET etc)
A custom typeface has also been developed that will be available as a web-accessible font
(WOFF2). This typeface must be included in the site’s stylesheet for use with headline
text.
Typeface example:
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Desktop concept designs*

* These designs are not prescriptive; they are intended as a jumping off point to facilitate the exploration and
discussion of the new website’s desktop design.
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Mobile concept designs*

* These designs are not prescriptive; they are intended as a jumping off point to facilitate the exploration and discussion of the
new website’s mobile design.
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Full details of the European call for expressions of interest to develop the new ACE visual
identify is available here including the winning agency (Red & Grey, Ireland):
https://www.ace-cae.eu/activities/european-call-for-a-new-all-encompassing-visualidentity/
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Deliverables
The successful bidder should expect to deliver the following as the design and build phases
of the project progress:
● Discovery
Exploring further with ACE the various aspects of the requirements outlined in this
request

for

proposals.

● Strategy
How you plan on executing your objectives in order to meet the requirements of
the project. For example, utilising key performance indicators, user journey maps,
positioning maps, user flows, wireframes and mood boards (where appropriate) to
impart to ACE how a particular aspect or all aspects of the requirements will be
approached.
● Visual

and

experience

design

While strategy describes direction and approach, visual design dictates the
execution. Mock-ups of core web pages (homepage, article pages, search results
pages etc) and proof-of-concept / usable prototypes (e.g. Figma, Balsamiq or
InVision etc.) should be used where necessary to convey ideas and concepts.
● Functionality

/

build

The visual and experience design will need to be converted into production ready
templates. It is assumed there will be additional functionality requirements such as
the content management system as defined above. Deliverables here could also
include extensions to third-party CMS solutions such as custom coding to satisfy a
specific piece of functionality or extending/customising the visual output of a
plugin/extension.
● Content

integration

The current ACE website contains a large amount of data. Once the new site is
built the transfer of this content will be required so that the new CMS is loaded
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with
● Quality

this

content.
assurance

Users will be accessing the website from a wide range of devices, browsers and
screen sizes. Time must be spent to ensure the site performs in the most commonly
expected situations. While quality assurance will cover browser compatibility and
mobile vs. desktop experience is it important to also test how the site performs
under a slow connection, antiquated browsers (IE11, Safari on Windows etc), large
traffic volumes and any third-party technology integrations (e.g. third-party search
facilities - what happens if the integration fails or the provider suffers a service
interruption).

● Deployment
A reliable, robust deployment strategy should be implemented to ensure updates
to the core codebase (i.e. CMS version updates, new functionality implemented
post-launch etc) can be pushed to live and rolled back easily. A version control
system such as Git should be used to track code changes through the life-cycle of
the project.
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Potential Obstacles / Encumbrances
The bidder should outline any potential obstacles they anticipate which could encumber
the timely delivery of the website.
Some potential obstacles ACE has identified are:
● Choosing

the

most

relevant

technology

stack

● Choosing and implementing the most appropriate content management system
● Server configuration issues and/or load balancing issues that may affect
performance and speed of the website
● Scalability

-

how

large

spikes

in

traffic

are

● Security issues such as DDOS attacks or hacking attempts on the website
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handled

Hosting and Maintenance
Hosting
Hosting of the website will be required. The site is currently hosted by OVH.net through
an account set up by the current website developers. ACE is happy to move the hosting
provider to the preferred hosting solution of the bidder.
Please itemise the self-hosted type (DVS, VPS) or cloud based solution (Heroku, AWS) in
your proposal along with any annual, recurring hosting fees.
The domain registrar details will be shared with the successful bidder.
Please note email services are provided by Google Workspace. MX records on the acecae.eu domain should remain pointing to google’s servers to avoid any email disruption
during the transitional phase between development and launch.
ACE would also like to keep the current website active (preferably on a subdomain of the
primary ace.cae.eu domain e.g. archive.ace-cae.eu) for a period of 12 months post-launch.
This archived version of the site will be accessible only by ACE board committee members
for the purposes of information retrieval and should not be accessible by the general
public.
Maintenance / Support
Please outline in your proposal your standard approach to ongoing website maintenance
and support including any hourly/monthly or retainer costs associated with this service.
ACE do not have an internal development team so will require support in the following
areas:
● Updates to the content management system, including plugins/extensions etc.
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● Backup
● Recovery

of

website
of

on

a

daily,

website

weekly,
files

or
from

● Uptime
● Regular

monthly

basis
backups

monitoring
security

scans

● Updates to text, images, and other minor changes to website pages if ACE staff are
not in a position to update content themselves via the CMS for whatever reason.
● It is reasonable to assume that any website support requests, above and beyond
what is outlined in this brief (i.e. new website features or requirements that may
become apparent in the future after the site has launched) will incur additional costs
beyond the scope of the budget assigned for this project it would be advantageous
for ACE to understand how you would approach these new feature requests in
terms of planning and pricing (e.g. hourly rate, fixed cost etc).
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Timelines
The Request for Proposal timeline is as follows:

Publishing of the ACE tender at ACE GA

29 April 2022

Submission deadline

20 May 2022

Selection panel

June 2022

Contract Award

Early Summer
2022

Website development

Summer 2022

Developed web site - test, preliminary presentation to an internal
panel

October 2022

Presentation of V1 during the ACE GA

Mid November

*Timeframe indication.
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Budget / Recurring Costs
Budget for the project is €20,000
When considering your proposal please indicate how you intend on using this budget to
achieve the following objectives:
● Planning
● Design
● Build
● Content integration
● QA
● Deployment
● Maintenance
Please include in your quote any ongoing, third-party costs for the items such as:
● Hosting
● Maintenance (please see detailed note on maintenance on pg. 36)
● Offsite/cloud backup
● Email newsletter services (Mailchimp, Klaviyo, Constant Contact etc)
● Document management (see Members Area section on pg. )
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Evaluation
ACE will rate proposals based on the following factors:
● Responsiveness to the requirements set forth in this Request for Proposal
● Relevant past performance/experience
● Samples of work
● Cost, including an assessment of the total cost of ownership.
● Technical expertise/experience of bidder and bidder’s staff
ACE reserves the right to award to the bidder that presents the best value as determined solely
by ACE in its absolute discretion.
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Submission Guidelines & Requirements
When submitting your proposal please follow the following guidelines:

1.

Only qualified individuals or firms with prior, demonstrable experience of working
on web development projects such as this should submit proposals in response to
this Request for Proposal.

2.

Bidders intent on submitting a proposal should notify the representative
identified on the cover page no later than 20 MAY 2022.

3.

Bidders should provide a portfolio of work that demonstrates experience working
on projects that embody the technical specifications of the website described
herein. It is not essential that the referenced projects pertain to the architectural
industry.

4.

The proposal must provide an overview of the intended solution as well as a
proposed schedule of delivery with milestones defined by the bidder, as applicable.

5.

A price proposal must be provided. This price proposal should indicate the overall
fixed price for the project as well as hourly rates and an estimated total number of
hours. Any recurring costs for hosting or third-party services etc. should be
included as an addendum - while recurring service costs may not constitute the
overall

6.

project

cost

it

is

important

that

these

are

itemised

clearly)

Bidders should include their standard set of terms and conditions. All terms and
conditions will be subject to negotiation.

7.

Proposals must be received prior to 20 MAY 2022 to be considered.
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8.

Proposals must remain valid for a period of 28 days from the date of receipt to
allow time for the evaluation of the proposal.

9.

The Architects’ Council of Europe anticipates selecting a short list of companies to
have more in-depth discussions with after proposals are received and reviewed.
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Contact Details
The primary contact for this project is:
Julie Deutschmann, Head of Communications
julie.deutschmann@ace-cae.eu
Architects' Council of Europe
29 rue Paul Emile Janson
B-1050 Brussels
Julie.deutschmann@ace-cae.eu
T: +32 2 543 11 40
F: +32 2 543 11 41
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Appendices
List of illustrations within this document:

Description

Type

File

Audience pie charts

Google Analytics Data

N/A

Current Website IA

Sitemap

Figjam

User Journey Diagrams

Flowcharts

Figjam

Desktop Indicative Designs

Illustrator mockup

JPG

Mobile Indicative Designs

Illustrator Mockup

JPG
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